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As if taking a page from How to Dress
Like a French Woman, designer Sandy
LaMendola of Twist Interior Design
imbued a timeless elegance in this
Minneapolis dining room with dramatic colors, textural details, and
minimal pattern. “This space may be
the most informal execution of a formal dining room that this architecture
could tolerate,” she says.
Ensconced in a formal, French-style
home, the dining room opens to the
front entry, family room, and hallway.
“We needed this room to connect a
lot of dots in the house by virtue of its
exposure to other spaces,” LaMendola
says. Starting with furniture the homeowners already had, the designer
remade the dining chairs with a wool
embroidered linen by Cowtan & Tout
on the front and a rivet-studded leather
strap on the back. “It was meant to be
a sexy detail, almost like hosiery with
a black line that runs up the leg.”
Instead of covering the walls in
pattern, the millwork was painted in
Benjamin Moore’s White Dove with
vinyl wallcovering inside each panel
for added texture. T.J. Majdecki, principal at Murphy & Co. Design, says the
paneling and chair rail give the room
a more personal scale. Arch-topped
transoms above the windows also take
up some of what could have been a
visual void. “We strove to get the right
proportions and profiles in the space so
nothing felt too heavy or overpowering,” he says.
Two large-scale paintings add depth
to the space that’s crowned with a
sculptural iron branch chandelier with
crystals. A simple white linen on top of
the table contrasts with the dark chairs
and wool rug that was dyed black. It’s as
if the room has been there for years but
is also modern and vibrant for today.
“We love that a space can endure and
not be date-stamped,” LaMendola says.
“There’s an energy here that’s upbeat
like the rest of the house.”

TRÉS CHIC
Understated,
but not
underdressed,
this elegant
dining room
makes a
sexy statement.

Arched windows mimic
the arch details in the
adjacent hallways just off
the dining room.

The Stanley Boxer painting from
Douglas Flanders & Associates
creates a focal point on one wall.
“While it makes a bold statement,
it’s the simplicity of this space that
keeps it balanced,” says interior
designer Sandy LaMendola.

“They look like
playing cards to
me,” LaMendola
says of the
king and queen
painting from
Baker. “It turns
tradition on its ear
and also speaks
to the pedigree of
the house being
traditional but
also upbeat.”

// interior design: Sandy LaMendola, Twist Interior Design, twistinterior.com
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// architect: Murphy & Co. Design, murphycodesign.com // builder: John Kraemer & Sons, jkandsons.com
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